Motivation: Proteins usually perform their functions by interacting with other proteins, which is why accurately predicting protein-protein interaction (PPI) binding sites is a fundamental problem. Experimental methods are slow and expensive. Therefore, great efforts are being made towards increasing the performance of computational methods.
similarities, as measured by PSI-CD-hit [17, 26] , with any sequences in testing datasets. 49 It is well acknowledged that similar sequences between training and testing datasets 50 negatively affect the generalization of the evaluated performance of a machine learning 51 model. Also, proteins with higher levels of similarity can be accurately predicted by the 52 alignment-based methods [53] . The similarity threshold is picked differently by different 53 programs ranging from 25% to 50%. We picked the strictest value of 25% to match to 54 one of the closest competing programs, SCRIBER [54] , for a fair comparison. We used 55 PSI-CD-HIT because it is fast, accurate and well maintained in the CD-HIT suite. Also, 56 it is able to cluster sequences with similarity at low as 25%, whereas CD-HIT works 57 only down to 40%. Finally, we ran PSI-CD-hit again on the rest of the training protein 58 sequences so no sequences shared more than 25% similarities among training data. This 59 ensures the training data is as diverse as possible. A dataset of 9,982 protein sequences 60 was constructed. From it, we randomly pick eight ninth (8, 872) as the training dataset 61 and one ninth (1, 110) as the validation dataset. 62 Testing datasets 63 Five datasets are used in the comparative assessment. Four of them are publicly 64 available dataset from previous studies: Dset 186 [33] , Dset 72 [21] , Dset 164 [13] , and Table 1 . The datasets used for training, validation, and the comparative testing. The first column are the dataset names. The second column contains the number of proteins in each dataset. The third, fourth, and fifth columns represent the total number of residue, the number of binding, and the number of non-binding residues in each dataset. The last column represents the percentage of the binding residues out of total. ProtVec1D are being used in binding sites classification problems. The computation of 91 each of these two new features is described next. High-scoring segment pair (HSP): An 92 HSP is a pair of similar sub-sequences between two proteins. The similarities between ProtVec [6] . ProtVec uses word2vec [32] to construct a one hundred dimensional 105 embedding for each amino acid 3-mer. It is shown in [6] that ProtVec can be applied to 106 problems such as protein family classification, protein visualization, structure prediction, 107 disordered protein identification, and protein-protein interaction prediction. Since using 108 the ProtVec embedding in our program slows down significantly the deep learning 109 model, especially during training, we replaced the one hundred dimensional vector by 110 one dimensional value, which is the sum of the one hundred components; we call this 111 ProtVec1D. According to our tests, ProtVec1D achieves, in connection with the other 112 feaures, the same prediction performance as ProtVec.
113
Position information: In natural language processing tasks, position information is 114 shown useful. The popular network Bert [?] utilizes this information to guide its 115 translation process. It is also shown by DeepPPISP [51] that the global information of a 116 protein helps the prediction of interfaces. Inspired by the two networks, we use the Position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM): PSSM matrices are widely used in protein 122 interaction related problems. They contain the evolutionary conservation of each amino 123 acid position by aligning an input sequence with protein databases. The PSSM matrices 124 are computed using PSI-Blast [2] with the expectation value (E-value) set to 0.001 and 125 the number of iterations set to 3. PSI-Blast performs multiple alignment on each input 126 sequence against the non-redundant database.
127
Evolutionary conservation (ECO): ECO also contains evolutionary conservation, but 128 4/16 in a more compact way. To compute the ECO score, the faster multiple alignment tool 129 HHBlits [38] is run against the non-redundant Uniprot20 database with default 130 parameters. The one dimensional conservation value is computed using the formula 131 described in [55] . 132 Putative relative solvent accessibility (RSA): The solvent accessibility is predicted 133 using ASAquick [16] . The values are obtained in the from rasaq.pred file in each output 134 directory.
135
Relative amino acid propensity (RAA): The AA propensity for binding is quantified 136 as relative difference in abundance of a given amino acid type between binding residues 137 and the corresponding non-binding residues located on the protein surface. The RAA 138 for each amino acid type is computed in [55] by using the program of [43] .
139
Putative protein-binding disorder: The putative protein-binding disorder is 140 computed using the ANCHOR program [14] .
141
Hydropathy index: Hydrophobicity scales is experimentally determined transfer free 142 energies for each amino acid. It contains energetics information of protein-bilayer 143 interactions [47] . The values are computed in [24] .
144
Physicochemical characteristics: For each protein, this includes three features: the 145 number of atoms, electrostatic charges and potential hydrogen bonds for each amino 146 acid. They are taken from [52] .
147
Physical properties: We use a 7-dimensional property of each amino acid type. They 148 are a steric parameter (graph-shape index), polarizability, volume (normalized van der 149 Waals volume), hydrophobicity, isoelectric point, helix probability and sheet probability. 150 The pre-computed values are taken from [52] .
151
PKx: This is the negative of the logarithm of the dissociation constant for any other 152 group in the molecule. The values for each amino acid type is taken from [52] . 153 After computing all the feature vectors, the values in in each row vector are 154 normalized to a number between 0 to 1 using formula (1) where v is the original feature 155 value, and max and min are the biggest and smallest value observed in the training 156 dataset, resp. This is to ensure each feature group are of the same numeric scale and 157 help the model converge better: Another very useful characteristic of the model is its many-to-one structure, meaning 168 that the information of many residues are used to prediction the binding propensity of 169 the centered single residue. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , for each amino acid as the 170 prediction target, a window of size 31, centred on the amino acid position, is used to 171 collect information from the neighbouring 30 residues to help the prediction. A sliding 172 window is used to capture each 31-mer. The size 31 is determined experimentally. The 173 beginning and the ending part of the sequence are padded with zeros. The many-to-one 174 structure has two advantages. Firstly, it serves as a data augmentation technique. Deep 175 learning models need large amount of data to train, and comparing to image classifiers, 176
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Input feature vector 39 X 31
Input then fed into two fully connected layers with dropout for regularization. The last fully 193 connected layer has one unit with activation function sigmoid, so that the output is a 194 single value between 0 to 1. The higher the value, the more confident the CNN model 195 claims that the residue is a PPI binding site. The program is written in Keras [12] with TensorFlow GPU [1] back end. All features 226 are computed from sequence only. We alleviate the burden of feature computation from 227 users by providing all computation programs and a pipeline script. We ease the system 228 configuration process by providing users a pip package list which enables one-command 229 installation.
230
Classifying protein binding residue is an imbalanced problem. To cope with that, 231 different class weights [42] are assigned to the positive and negative samples, so that the 232 model pays more attention to the minority class, which is the binding sites. The values 233 are determined by the inverse of the class distribution in the training datasets. In our 234 program, the weights are 0.55 and 4.97 for the non-binding and binding sites 235 respectively.
236
During training, we shuffle the data before each epoch. Since the sliding window is 237 used to extract each 31-mer, adjacent data entries are very similar; only the first and 238 the last residue differ from the previous and the next data entry. Shuffling the whole 239 
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training data diversifies the input in each batch. We experimentally trained the model 240 with and without data shuffling, and shuffling the data rendered better predictions.
241
Parameter tuning 242 Parameters and hyper-parameters are chosen based on the training dataset while 243 applying early stopping [37] on the validation set. Early stopping halts the training 244 process when a performance drop on the validation set is detected. This is to avoid 245 overfitting the training dataset. We chose all parameters with the purpose to maximize 246 area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) of the training data. All testing results 247 are then carried using the already tuned model. All parameters and hyper-parameters 248 used in this model are shown in Table 3 . 
Results

252
Competing methods 253 We have comprehensively compared DELPHI with nine state-of-the-art machine 254 learning based methods. The methods are selected using the following criteria. First, 255 the program is a sequence-based method as sequence information is readily available for 256 most proteins. Second, the program is available in the form of source code or web server. 257 Lastly, the program takes in any input sequence in FASTA format and produces the 258 results on an average-length protein within thirty minutes. Following these criteria, Similar to previous studies, we use sensitivity, specificity, precision, accuracy, program's output is of different scale, for each program, we pick the threshold such that 281 for a given testing dataset, the number of predicted scores above the threshold is equal 282 to the real number of binding sites in the dataset.
283
The formulas for calculating the metrics are as follows, where true positives (T P ) 
Comparative assessment of predictive performance 288 Performance comparison on Dset 448 289 We first compare the DELPHI model with eight programs on Dset 448. This dataset is 290 the most recently published and has the largest number of proteins, so we emphasize and SCRIBER are the most recent programs and have been shown to outperform older 303 programs, we compare DELPHI only with SCRIBER and DLPred on the remaining 304 datasets. As shown in Table 5 , DELPHI clearly outperforms the competitors in all 305 metrics on all datasets it shares the least similarities to the testing datasets. As binding 306 site prediction is a highly imbalanced task, the area under the PR curve is a better 307 indication of the performance as it emphasises more on the minority class and ROC 308 curve pays attention to both minority and the majority class [?] . The AUPR is 309 improved by 18.5%, 10.0%, 0.6%, 10.2% comparing to the second best program on each 310 dataset. We present also the average values over Dset 355, Dset 186, Dset 164, and 311 Dset 72 in Table 5 for each specificity value. The performance of DELPHI again 312 surpasses all competing programs. The average AUPR improvement is 9.7%.
313
Feature evaluation 314 We conducted an another experiment to show that all twelve feature are necessary for 315 DELPHI. We pruned one feature each time, and the remaining eleven features are used 316 to train and then evaluate the DELPHI model. As shown in Fig. 3 We have presented a new deep learning model and program DELPHI, for predicting 328 PPI binding sites. We compared DELPHI with nine current state-of-the-art programs 329 on five datasets and demonstrated that DELPHI has a higher prediction performance. 330 There is still plenty room for improvement on this topic as the highest AUC in all test is 331 0.747. We hope in the future, the model architecture, the usage of the two new features, 332 and the many-to-one structure can be extended to predicting protein biding with other 333 types of molecules, such as DNA, RNA, and ligand. 
